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Abstract1

Laser pulse-induced terahertz (THz) emission from Ta/(CoxFe1−x)80B20/MgO thin films, with2

varying compositions x and annealing temperatures, is investigated. With increasing annealing3

temperature, the THz emission intensity exhibits significant dependence on x, with maxima at x4

of 0.1–0.3. The x dependence of the THz emission originated from the composition dependence5

of the spin currents induced in CoxFe1−x formed by the crystallization of amorphous CoFeB after6

the annealing. The origin of the laser-induced spin current is qualitatively discussed in terms of a7

ballistic transport of hot electrons and a spin-dependent Seebeck effect with different compositions.8

Laser pulse-induced terahertz (THz) emission from ferromagnetic (FM) and nonmagnetic9

heavy metal (NHM) bilayers has been attracting increasing attention. Kampfrath et al.10

first discussed the underlying physics [1], namely the superdiffusive spin current pulse is11

induced by a laser pulse [2, 3], then the spin current pulse is converted to the charge current12

pulse via the inverse spin-Hall effect [4, 5], and finally the charge current pulse emits the13

THz electromagnetic pulse. The inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect was also discussed as a14

spin-charge conversion route in a THz emission observed in CoFeB/Ag/Bi trilayers [6]. A15

helicity-dependent THz emission related to the optical spin-torque was also investigated in16

FM/NHM bilayers [7]. Among them, the inverse-spin Hall effect-based THz emission has17

been mostly studied from both fundamental and technological points of view [8–22].18

Seifert et al. experimentally demonstrated the systematic NHM dependence of the laser-19

induced THz emission intensity in FM/NHM bilayers, and they also reported that those20

dependences were consistent with the NHM dependences of the theoretical spin-Hall con-21

ductivity [8]. They also investigated FM dependence of the laser-induced THz emission22

intensity in FM/NHM bilayers [8, 14]. For their data, CoFeB exhibited much more intense23

THz emission as compared with Fe, Co, and Ni. Although they discussed this FM depen-24

dence in terms of the difference of magnetic transition temperatures [8], spin polarization25

of FM, and interface properties [14], it is not yet clear how the spin current magnitude and26

resulting THz emissions depend on FM.27

We previously reported that laser-induced THz emission intensity in Ta/CoFeB/MgO28

structures was significantly increased by annealing the samples [13]. This was considered as29
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a result of the enhancement of the spin-dependent mean free path in CoFeB, by a crystal-1

lization of an amorphous CoFeB into (001)-oriented crystalline bcc CoFe, in the annealing2

process [13]. In this study, we report—for the first time—observation of the systematic3

change in the THz emission from Ta/CoFeB/MgO structures with varying composition ra-4

tios for the magnetic elements, Co and Fe. The THz emission was enhanced at certain5

compositions, at which the saturation magnetization shows a maximum. The observed de-6

pendences reflect the composition dependence of the laser-induced spin current, and the7

physical origin is discussed.8

The films were deposited on thermally-oxidized Si substrates using a magnetron sputter-9

ing technique. The multilayer stacking structure was substrate/ Ta (5)/ (CoxFe1−x)80B2010

(4)/ MgO (2)/ Ta (2) (thickness in nm). Here, a bottom and top Ta layer serve as the11

spin-charge converter and a protective layer, respectively. MgO promotes the crystallization12

of CoFeB into (001)-oriented CoFe during the sample annealing [23, 24]. A co-sputtering13

method using Co80B20 and Fe80B20 targets were employed to vary a nominal Co concen-14

tration x = 0 − 0.75. Each sample with different x were cut into several pieces, and each15

piece was annealed at different temperature Ta of 300 − 450◦C, for 1 h in a vacuum fur-16

nace. The crystalline structures and magnetic properties of the samples were characterized17

using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), respectively.18

The sheet conductance for the films was measured by a standard four probe method. The19

laser-induced THz emission was measured using a standard optical set-up in air [13]. A20

Ti:sapphire laser and regenerative amplifier were used as a light source. The pulse duration,21

center wavelength, and repetition rate for the output laser were approximately 120 fs, 80022

nm, and 1 kHz, respectively. The pump laser was focused on the film surface at normal23

incidence and its fluence per pulse was 0.7 mJ/cm2. The THz wave, emitted from the films,24

was collimated using a parabolic mirror and focused onto a 1-mm-thick ZnTe (110) crystal25

with another parabolic mirror. The THz wave intensity was measured, via an electro-optic26

effect, for a probe laser passing through the ZnTe crystal [25–27]. An in-plane magnetic27

field was applied to the samples using an electromagnet with a maximum field of 2 T. The28

detail of the measurement is described in Ref. [13].29

First, we briefly note the theoretical background of the THz emission in FM/NHM [8].30

A THz electric field E at the outer surface of the film, generated by the laser pulse induced31

spin current Js across the FM/NHM interface, is expressed as the relation in a frequency ω32
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FIG. 1. (a) The THz time-domain signals for Ta/(CoxFe1−x)80B20/MgO samples with different x.

The samples shown here were annealed at 400◦C and an in-plane magnetic field µ0H of 100 mT

was applied. (b) The magnetic field-swept THz signals at zero time delay for the same samples.

domain [8]:1

E(ω) = Z(ω)Λsθs
e

~
Js(ω)n×m, (1)

where n and m are a normal vector and magnetization unit vector, respectively. θs and Λs2

are the spin-Hall angle and spin relaxation length, respectively, in NHM for carriers relevant3

to Js. Z is the electromagnetic impedance [8]:4

1/Z(ω) = [n0 + ns(ω)] /Z0 +Gs(ω). (2)

Here, n0(s) is the refractive index for air (substrate) and Z0 is the vacuum impedance. Gs5

is the sheet conductance for the sample films and is defined as Gs =
∑

i
σi(ω)di, where6

σi(ω) and di are the ac conductivity and thickness for the i-th metallic layer, respectively.7

Equations (1) and (2) assume, respectively, that the NHM layer is thicker than Λs and the8

total film thickness is smaller than the wavelength of the THz wave [8]. In the present set-up,9
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the electric field of the detected THz wave is regarded as a far field that is approximately1

related to the time derivative of E [28].2

The representative data of the THz emission are illustrated in Fig. 1. Figure 1(a) displays3

the electric field of the THz wave for the Ta = 400◦C films with different compositions x,4

recorded in the time domain. The data were recorded with an in-plane magnetic field of 1005

mT. For convenience, here we define the zero time delay in Fig. 1(a) as the dip position of6

the THz signals. As seen in the figure, although those intensities are remarkably different7

against the compositions, the shape of the signals exhibit negligible changes with different8

compositions. This implies that the functional dependences of the physical quantities on ω9

in Eqs. (1) and (2) are approximately the same in the present measurement bandwidth, and10

only those magnitudes are varied among the samples. We also measured the magnetic field-11

dependent THz emission for the samples. Figure 1(b) depicts the magnetic field-swept THz12

amplitude at zero time delay, for the samples illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The data observed13

here are very similar to the in-plane magnetization hysteresis curves for the samples (not14

shown here), being consistent with the proportionality of E ∝ n×m in Eq. (1).15

Figure 2(a) depicts the composition dependence of the THz emission intensity at zero time16

delay for the samples annealed at various Ta. For the as-deposited samples, the composition17

dependence is relatively weak and exhibit a broad maximum at x of about 0.3–0.4. The18

composition dependence becomes more remarkable with increasing Ta, showing maxima at19

x values of 0.1–0.3. As seen in Eqs. (1) and (2), the sheet conductance Gs of the films20

affects the THz emission intensity. The typical dc data of Gs for the samples are shown in21

Fig. 2(b). The values for Gs, for the as-deposited samples, are almost independent of the22

composition x. Though after annealing, Gs increases with increasing x. The trend of Gs is23

totally different from that of the THz emission. The Gs values for the metallic films at the24

frequency (<∼ 1−2 THz) in this study are considered to be similar to the dc values [8], and25

the properties in Ta, such as Λs and θs, would be independent of x. Therefore, we consider26

that the composition dependence of the THz emission after the annealing originates from27

that of the spin current Js, according to Eqs. (1) and (2).2829

Our previous report demonstrated that the laser-induced spin current Js is closely related30

to the degree of the crystallization of CoFeB into (001)-oriented CoFe [13]. Thus, the31

composition dependence of the degree of crystallization was also verified with the XRD32

measurements, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Although it is difficult to clearly observe diffraction33
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FIG. 2. (a) Peak values of the THz signals as a function of x for Ta/(CoxFe1−x)80B20/MgO samples

with different annealing temperatures Ta. (b) Typical data of the dc sheet conductance Gs as a

function of x, for the as-deposited samples and the samples annealed at Ta of 400◦C.

peaks for very thin polycrystalline textured CoFeB layers, the broad shoulders near the1

diffraction peak—due to the substrates—can be attributed to the bcc CoFe (002) diffraction2

peak. The data indicate that most of the films with different compositions are crystallized3

after the annealing at 400◦C. The (002) diffraction peak is not detected for the x = 0.754

samples because the composition is close to that for the bcc-fcc phase boundary of the5

binary [29]. The degree of crystallization can be gained by an increase in the saturation6

magnetization Ms [30], as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The annealing increases Ms for the7

samples with overall compositions due to the crystallization of CoFeB. In addition, the Ms8

values for the samples after the annealing are in agreement with those determined by the9

Slater-Pauling rule hold in CoFe alloys [31, 32]. Thus, we rule out the possibility that the10

remarkable composition effect on the THz emission (i.e. Js), after the annealing, is caused11

by the compositional variation of the degree of crystallization.12

Various induction processes of spin current Js induced by a laser pulse have been consid-13
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FIG. 3. (a) Typical XRD pattern for the Ta/(CoxFe1−x)80B20/MgO samples annealed at 400◦C

with different compositions x. Thin curves are the data measured for the bare substrate, for

comparison. The arrow indicates the typical position of the diffraction line for the bcc (002) for

CoFe. (b) Typical data for the saturation magnetization Ms as a function of x, for the as-deposited

samples and the samples annealed at Ta of 400◦C.

ered. One well-known process is due to the transport of the laser-excited spin-polarized hot1

carriers. Such transport is roughly categorized into a ballistic and diffusive regime, before2

and after electron thermalization is achieved, and the superdiffusive regime as an interme-3

diate case [2, 3]. For example, the non-thermal spin current, such as ballistic spin current,4

is launched for tens fs timescale. This may be characterized by the ballistic emission of the5

photo-exited carriers from FM into NHM [33, 34], but it is still a pure spin current without a6

charge current due to the dielectric screening characterized by the plasma frequency—which7

is much faster than the above mentioned timescale [2, 3, 33, 34]. Ballistic and superdiffusive8

spin current may be overlapped because of strong electron-electron interaction, and on this9

timescale, the transport and thermalization of laser-excited electrons are entangled [2, 3].10

Typical diffusive spin current is driven by a thermal gradient, such as the spin-dependent11
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FIG. 4. Composition x dependence of the theoretically calculated spin current Js as a souse of the

THz emission in Fe1−xCox alloys. (a) The ballistic spin current evaluated with different mean free

path for the up spin λ+. (b) The diffusive spin current induced by the spin-dependent Seebeck

effect. Curves are the visual guides.

Seebeck effect [14, 35].1

We first discuss the spin current Js in terms of the ballistic transport [33]. Here, we2

consider that Js is carried by hot sp electrons created via an optical transition from d states3

and also take account of only the hot electrons near the Fermi level EF, for simplicity. This4

is because the lifetimes for hot electrons rapidly decrease down to several fs with increasing5

electron energy, relative to EF [36], which is much shorter than the pulse duration of ∼ 120 fs6

in this study. Then, the Js in FM at the FM/NHM interface may be roughly approximated7

by a difference in the spin-polarized current of the up (+) and down (-) sp electrons. Using8

those densities of states N± and taking account of those mean free path λ±, the spin current9

can be approximately expressed as (see Supplemental Material [37]),10

Js ∝

∑

σ=±

σNσλσ [1− exp (−dFM/λσ)] . (3)

Here σ is a spin index. Figure 4(a) shows the value of Js calculated using Eq. (3) for CoxFe1−x11

alloys. In this calculation, for simplicity, we consider only the hot sp electrons with velocities12

parallel to the [001] direction. Then, N± was approximated as the spin-dependent partial13
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density-of-states (DOS) of the ∆1 band. This is because the electron effective mass for the1

∆1 band is much smaller than those for the other bands. The N± values were mostly taken2

from Ref. 38 (see Supplemental Material [37]). The values for λ± in Eq. (3) at different3

x were evaluated using the relation λ−1
± = cD± with the total spin-dependent DOS D± for4

disordered CoxFe1−x alloys. The D± values were evaluated from the first principles [39] (see5

Supplemental Material [37]), and the proportional constant c was assumed to be independent6

of x and spin. Instead of varying c, we chosen the value of λ+ at x = 0 as a free parameter7

to fix the value of c (see Supplemental Material [37]). For case of λ+ = 2.0 nm in Fig. 4(a),8

Js shows the maxima at x = 0−0.1. This maxima originates from the large spin asymmetry9

of the ∆1 band at x = 0 − 0.1. This can be understood from the relation Js ∝ (N+ − N−)10

obtained from Eq. (3) for case of λσ large enough. With decreasing λ+, the composition11

x at which Js shows the maxima increases. This change is due to the change of the spin12

asymmetry of the mean free path at x = 0.2 − 0.3 (see Supplemental Material [37]). The13

case of λ+ =1.5 nm is similar to the data for the annealed samples in Fig. 2(a). This value14

of λ+ =1.5 nm is consistent with the reported value for Fe [40]. Note that the composition15

dependence of the observed THz emission for the annealed samples is quite similar to that16

of the tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio observed in the (001)-oriented CoFe(B)/MgO17

MTJs [41, 42]. Furthermore, Andrieu et al. interpreted that the composition dependence18

of the TMR ratio is partially due to the composition dependence of the partial DOS for the19

∆1 band with their spectroscopic experiments and their ab-initio calculation [43].20

Next, we consider the diffusive spin current in terms of spin-dependent Seebeck effect21

[35]. For this case, the following relation is expected [35, 44]:22

Js ∝ Seff
s = (1− P 2

c )Ss. (4)

Here, Seff
s is the effective spin-dependent Seebeck coefficient, Pc the spin polarization for23

the conductivity, and Ss the spin-dependent Seebeck coefficient [35, 44]. The theoretical24

values of Js using Eq. (4) are also shown in Fig. 4(b). Those values were calculated25

with the energy-dependent conductivity σc for the up and down spin band for disordered26

CoxFe1−x alloys from first principles [39] (see Supplemental Material [37]). The composition27

dependences of Js shows the maxima at x ∼ 0.1, whereas Js for x ≧ 0.3 is negligibly small.28

Thus, this theoretical data would not be accord with the THz emission data in Fig. 2(a).29

Note that the small Js for x ≧ 0.3 in Fig. 4(b) is due to the high Pc of 0.8–0.9 calculated (see30

9



Supplemental Material [37]), which is larger than the experimental Pc of 0.6–0.8 at x = 0.51

[45, 46]. Therefore, it will be necessary to obtain the experimental data of both Pc and Ss2

of the alloys for further discussion.3

Regarding on the above-mentioned hot carrier transport, the number of the hot carriers4

excited by the laser light absorption may also be dependent on the electronic structure below5

and above EF in reality, which should be considered based on more sophisticated theoretical6

model. Moreover, in addition to the above mentioned hot carrier spin current, other spin7

current created by thermal magnons were also discussed in some cases, even for insulating8

magnets [35, 47]. The comprehensive discussion is out of scope of this study, so that these9

will be investigated in future work.10

In summary, the laser pulse-induced THz emission from the Ta/(CoxFe1−x)80B20/MgO11

thin films was investigated. The samples with different x and annealing temperatures showed12

the systematic change in the THz emission intensity. We observed the THz emission maxima13

in the samples with x of approximately 0.1–0.3 after the annealing at 400◦C. The study14

clearly demonstrated that the THz emission and Js have an FM material dependence. The15

induction mechanism of the spin current in this study was qualitatively discussed in terms16

of the ballistic transport and the spin-dependent Seebeck effect.17
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